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PROGRAM OVERVIEW
The Strategic Seed Reserve (SSR) Program was initiated by the Southern Rockies Seed Network
in 2019 to determine the feasibility of creating a seed reserve for Colorado’s Front Range. This
program was created because wildfires and floods pose some of the greatest threats to
watersheds, life, and property along the Front Range of Colorado. However, the necessary
quantity and diversity of seeds necessary to adequately restore our watersheds and create
resilient landscapes following a disaster has been a challenge for most users of native plant
materials to provide in the short window of recovery following fires and floods.
Currently, the demand for ecotypic (i.e., locally adapted native plants) and for a greater
diversity of native plant materials in our region is difficult to address by traditional means due to
the lack of unified and consistent demand.
Furthermore, the plant materials required to adequately restore
watersheds and floodplains following a large-scale fire or
flood are often unavailable, economically impractical, or do not
always address the diverse needs of land managers. A key
challenge to the wildfire and flood prone Front Range of
Colorado is that no individual land manager or landowner
knows when or where disaster will occur, and hence they cannot
adequately plan for the tremendous quantity of seed needed
to sufficiently restore their watersheds following a fire or flood.
By developing a strategy that spans a broad geographical area
and involves multiple landowners and agencies, the Strategic Seed Reserve Program could work
proactively to develop ample and diverse seed sources to meet the needs of disaster-impacted
communities in any given year.
southernrockiesseed.org
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PHASE 1|FEASIBILITY STUDY
The Southern Rockies Seed Network developed a broad stakeholder group to determine the
feasibility of creating an impactful strategic seed reserve to meet post-disaster restoration needs
on the Front Range of Colorado. SRSN held four feasibility meetings in August and September
and conducted phone interviews and online surveys to gather perspectives and relevant
information from over 40 distinct entities.

STUDY FUNDERS
Funded by four grants:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Colorado Water Conservation Board
Jefferson County Colorado
Foundation for Sustainability & Innovation
Community Foundation of Northern
Colorado, Estes Valley Fund

FEASIBILITY STUDY
COMPONENTS
1. Four regional meetings along Colorado’s
Front Range with 70 attendees
2. 10 phone interviews (data included with the
group meeting summary)
3. 31 online survey responses
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FEASIBILITY STUDY |

• Larimer County Department of Natural
Resources
• Longmont-Boulder Valley Conservation
District
• Manitou Springs Pollinator Project
• National Park Service
• Northern Colorado Water
Conservation District
• Natural Resources Conservation
Service
• Palmer Land Trust
• Private citizens & businesses
• Ramboll
• Southern Rockies Fire Science Network
• Town of Estes Park
• U.S.F.S. Pike & San Isabel National
Forests & Cimarron National
Grasslands
• U.S.F.S. Region 2
• University of Wyoming
• Wildlands Restoration Volunteers

PARTICIPATING ENTITIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Big Thompson Watershed Coalition
Broomfield County
Boulder County
Canon City
City of Boulder
City of Broomfield
City of Denver
City of Ft. Collins
City of Longmont
Colorado Bureau of Land
Management
Colorado Department of
Transportation
Colorado Native Plant Society
Colorado Open Lands
Colorado Seed Lab
Colorado Springs Utilities
Colorado State Forest Service
Colorado State Land Board
Colorado State University
Custer County Emergency
Management
Denver Botanic Gardens
Estes Valley Land Trust
Estes Valley Watershed Coalition
Fourmile Watershed Coalition
Fremont County Conservation District
Jefferson County Open Space
Huerfano County
southernrockiesseed.org
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OVERALL FEASIBILITY STUDY CONCLUSIONS
•
•

•

•

Among the majority of respondents, it was clear that there is a need for, and substantial interest
in, creating a collaborative Strategic Seed Reserve for the Front Range of Colorado.
The benefit voiced was an improved ability to respond effectively and in a timely manner to
natural disasters with diverse plant materials. Other desired benefits/needs for a strategic seed
reserve included: a) improved watershed health, b) increase species diversity, c) water quality,
and d) general restoration. The ability to plan collaboratively for plant materials increase,
decrease the amount of weed species and collectively purchase or grow plant materials were
listed as major benefits.
Concerns and challenges included: a) how to fund the SSR, b) the fluctuation of demand for
different species, c) the amount of time to grow materials in order to effectively respond to
natural disasters and d) the need for multi-level and agency agreements amongst the partners is
a concern.
Key partners and stakeholder groups identified from group meetings, phone and online surveys
include:
o Local, city, county, state and federal agencies
o Non-profits whose work aligns with SSR
o Seed suppliers, farmers and growers
o Watershed coalitions in our region
o Conservation districts
o Private landowners

Next is a listing of the group & phone survey feasibility study results, followed by a summary of the online
survey results.

GROUP MEETING FEASIBILITY STUDY RESULTS
The following is a summary of the group discussion from the four regional meetings

Is there a need for a Strategic Seed Reserve for Colorado’s Front Range?
•

Yes, there is a substantial need for a seed reserve, for both post-disaster and non-emergency
plant restoration use.

Primary needs are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Watershed health
Diversity of plant materials
General ecological restoration
Water quality
Pollinator habitat
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Current plant material development efforts for disaster recovery?
•

There are isolated single agency planning efforts at the local, county, state and federal agency
levels but there are currently no concerted multi-party planning region-wide efforts.

Is there a need for a seed storage facility?
The majority of participants who answered this question stated that yes, there is a need for a seed
storage facility along Colorado’s Front Range.

Benefits of creating a Strategic Seed Reserve
A seed reserve could be a strategy to leverage our collective demand and use of native plants for both
regular restoration and post-disaster use.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The ability to increase diversity to improve adaptive capacity
Creation of common species lists by use
Diverse seed mixes ahead of time for different uses, with less weed content
Availability of seed for post disaster recovery and for general restoration at a lower price
through pooled demand
Reduced cost for partners for ecotypic plant materials
Increased plant diversity to hopefully adapt to climate change
Ability of SRSN as a non-profit to act as a neutral organization to develop specific seed
standards, and can work with all entities
Work with the watershed coalitions and federal, state, county and local agencies to develop an
operational plan and to pool demand

Challenges of creating a Strategic Seed Reserve
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Funding mechanisms
Ability to share data and seeds
Fluctuation of demand
Multi-level agreements and diverse needs
Weed content is a constant concern
Elevation change across the region calls for a large diversity of plant materials
Finding the needed plant material diversity and appropriate seed mixes
Time and funding limitations to grow enough seeds locally to effectively restore watersheds
Long lead times to grow sufficient seed to address disasters
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KEY PARTNERS: LISTED FIRST OVERALL & BY REGION
KEY PARTNERS WHO MIGHT BE INTERESTED IN A COLLABORATIVE SSR EFFORT
ACROSS THE ENTIRE FRONT RANGE OF COLORADO
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local, city, county, state and federal agencies
Non-profits whose work aligns with SSR
Seed suppliers, farmers and growers
Watershed coalitions
Conservation districts
Private landowners

Key potential partners & identified for the Northern Front Range
1.Cities & Counties (all regional)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.Agencies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Colorado Watershed Restoration Board
Colorado Water/Wastewater Emergency
Response Network
Cooperative extension
Dept. of the Interior-BLM
Colorado Department of Transportation
NPS
NRCS
University of Wyoming & Wyoming partners
U.S. Forest Service
Weed & pest

•

Colorado Open Lands
Colorado Resiliency Network
Estes Valley Land Trust
Land Trust Alliance
Northern Colorado Fireshed Collaborative
Rocky Mountain Conservancy
The Nature Conservancy
Watershed Coalitions, specifically Estes
Valley, Poudre & Big Thompson
YMCA

4. Private
•
•
•
•

3. Non-profits

Homeowners associations
New business/new market funders
Private landowners
Seed Companies

Key potential partners & identified for the North-Central Front Range
1. Cities & Counties (all in the
region and specifically:)
•
•
•
•
•
•

2. Agencies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Boulder County Open Space
Broomfield Open Space
City of Boulder Open Space
Douglas County Open Space
Lafayette Open Space
Westminster Open Space

southernrockiesseed.org
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NRCS
Colorado Parks & Wildlife
State Regional Parks
U.S. Forest Service

3. Non-profits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Audubon Rockies
Botanic Gardens (Denver & others)
Cattleman’s & Woman’s Associations
Colorado Forest Restoration Institute
Colorado Natural Areas Program
Colorado Plateau Native Plant Program
Conservation organizations
Hunting & fishing groups

Land trusts
Native Plant Society
People and Pollinators Action Network
Range Associations
Rocky Mtn. Elk Foundation
The Nature Conservancy
Watershed coalitions
Wild Ones- Front Range Chapter
Wildlands Restoration Volunteers

4. Private
•
•
•

Local farmers
Private landowners
Seed growers

Key potential partners & identified for the South-Central & Southern Front Range
•
•
•
•

1. Cities & Counties (all regional)
2. Agencies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
3.

Land management/planning
Colorado Parks & Wildlife
County Offices of Emergency
Management
County Weed Management
Colorado State Forest Service
Department of Defense: Ft. Carson
NRCS: Emergency Watershed
Protection Program
Rocky Mountain Research Station
U.S. Forest Service & Region 5 Nursery
Program
Tribal groups

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4. Private

Non-profits
•
•
•

CO. Forest Restoration Institute
CO. Plateau Native Plant Program
Conservation organizations
Groups representing lower income,
people of color and environmental
Hunting & fishing groups
Land trusts
Native Plant Society
Pollinator groups
Range Associations
Society of American Foresters
Society for Range Management
University of Colorado Herbarium
Watershed coalitions
Wildlands Restoration Volunteers

•
•
•

Arkansas Valley Roundtable
Denver Botanic Gardens
Cattlemen’s & Women’s Associations

southernrockiesseed.org
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SSR FEASIBILITY ONLINE SURVEY RESULTS
The online survey results are organized by question.
1. What type of entity do you represent?
Other
10%

Utility/Infrastructure
3%
Land Manager
25%

Non-Profit
7%

Emergency Response
10%
Landowner
8%
Water User
8%

Restoration Practitioner/Planner
29%

2. Have you been impacted by fires and floods in the past decade?

Impacted by fires and floods in the past decade?
No
24%

Yes
76%

Yes

southernrockiesseed.org
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3. Have you experienced shortfalls in available plant materials following previous fires and
floods?

SHORTFALLS IN AVAILABLE PLANT MATERIALS
Not affected
4%

Other
12%

Diversity
26%

Timing of available
plant materials
18%

Local adapatbility
21%
Quantity
19%

No
4%

4.
Is there a need for
more diverse and
abundant plant materials
in your region to address
post-fire and flood
restoration needs? Yes/no
and why?

Other
7%

Comments:
•
Invasive weeds are
aggressive; appropriate
and available plant
selections can help combat
against them
•
Yes, there is a need
for good seeds and seed
mixes

Yes
89%

Yes

No

Other

southernrockiesseed.org
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

It is an advantage to have a non-commercial resource available, particularly if it reduces the
quantity of unwanted weeds in the mix
Having a non-commercial resource is advantageous, especially if you can reduce the quality
of unwanted weeds in the mix
Yes, most currently available seeds are not local ecotypes
Yes, there is a need for greater availability of locally adapted plant materials
The unique topography, soils, climate and plant diversity make restoration here challenging
Diversity and ecotypic material offer more potential for germination, stabilization and longterm resiliency
Will likely have more large-scale disturbances and desire a proactive restoration community
Locally adapted forbs are difficult to access
There is a universal need for more locally adapted plant materials. Growers cannot keep up
with demand and demand experiences huge fluctuations
No. Planning has not addressed the complexity of multiple wildfires in the region, and the
vast acreage consumed by these fires.
Population is expanding towards the eastern plains, further reducing available seed stock

5. What would be your top expectations/needs of a Strategic Seed Reserve in your region?

22

Plant material available for non-disasters.
Other (dependable network of seed growers in Colo to increase
ecotypic plant material, facilitate regional coordination of collection,
propagation, storage and distribution)

2

Availability of ecotypic plant material, at least to supplement locallyadapted cultivars

19
13

Less weed content in seed mixes

Greater diversity of plant material (i.e., more early successional forbs
and grasses that are not currently available commercially)

25

Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it
following a disaster.

26
0
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6. What are the current limitations and concerns you and your agency face in obtaining plant
materials (seed or containers) for post-fire or post-flood restoration needs?
25

20

20
15

17
13

11

10
5

2

0
Weeds

Diversity of
Species

Local adaptability Sufficient quantity Other (not an end
in a timely manner
user)

7. What are the concerns and problems associated with building this Strategic Seed Reserve?
Other
1%

Availability of
plant materials
27%

Collective
Interest
17%

Time
23%

Money
32%

southernrockiesseed.org
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Other=Ongoing
management of a seed
reserve and proper
storage of seed will be
critical and potentially very
expensive

8. Are you aware of any growers who are interested in growing native plant materials for a
regional seed reserve?
Other
7%

Yes/Possibly
30%

No
63%
Yes=one grower and several other
suggested possible growers.
Other=unknown

9. What is your level of interest in collaborating with other partners, agencies and landowners in
your region to make a regional seed reserve feasible?
None
3%

Other
7%

Low
16%
High
45%

Moderate
29%

southernrockiesseed.org
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10. Is there a need for a seed storage facility along the Front Range of Colorado? Yes/No. If yes,
do you have a location in mind?
Maybe/unsure
18%

No
4%

Yes
78%

Yes=there were many
possible locations (given as
ideas only) at this stage.

11. What current efforts are taking place in your county/region towards to develop adequate plant
materials to restore watersheds and floodplains following wildfires, floods and other natural
disasters?
• Most responses to this question were unknown/unsure. Some responses listed seed suppliers
and growers, Boulder County has a robust program, Jefferson County has a growing
program, and some regional collaborative efforts. Some interest towards opportunities in
Wyoming as well. In summary, there are a few isolated agency-level efforts currently, but
no larger scale multi-party collaborative efforts.
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12. Is your agency willing/able to provide collection sites to support the needs of the Strategic Seed
Reserve?
Possibly
6%

Unknown/unsure
25%

Yes
59%
No
10%

13. Any other information that you would like to include in this feasibility study?
a. Deciding on one or a few species to begin increasing seems to be a challenge among land
managers and restoration practitioners. Once we collectively decide on which species to
increase, Boulder County may be able to help facilitate a contract grow agreement.
b. Think of collecting seed by ecological function instead of just single species. Though it takes
a good understanding of species when collecting, if one collects multiple species that are
ripe into one mix, one can create mixes with greater species richness.
c. NPS is also looking for commercial seed cleaners as an alternative to USFS Bend
Extractory.
d. The Manitou Pollinators have a distinct relationship with the Butterfly Pavilion in
Westminster, CO. They already are growing their own seed stock which makes them a
viable resource for the Front Range.
e. There were many thank you messages and offers of help for this program as well.
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Next Steps for SSR program
In October 2020, the Southern Rockies Seed Network polled participants at the second
round of regional meetings to decide if the SSR program should proceed to Phase II, the
development of an operational plan. The overwhelming majority of responses received
indicated that yes, this program should proceed to Phase II, the development of an
operational plan.

PHASE II | DEVELOP OPERATIONAL PLAN
The next step is to facilitate a planning process that will lead to develop an operational plan for the
management and structure of the strategic seed reserve. This phase will continue the stakeholder
engagement work completed in Phase I by building the support for the strategic seed reserve, fostering
commitment of key stakeholders/users, and growing the body of stakeholders that will invest and in
benefit by the SSR.
Phase II Tasks:
• Create and distribute the SSR Operational Plan for comments and consensus.
• Develop a map of Front Range ecological recovery zones that exhibit similar environmental and
ecological characteristics such that we can develop appropriate broad-based seed mixes for postdisaster watershed restoration.
• Develop pooled demand process to determine the minimum quantities of seeds and containers
needed.
• Create ecological recovery zones & plant materials needs lists.
• Develop a seed collection, grow-out, cleaning, storage, and distribution strategy.
• Secure agreements with at least fifteen investors to develop the initial post-disaster strategic reserve.
• Develop a growers’ network that can meet the minimum program standards (weed content, quantity,
and timing of delivery) of the SSR.
• Plant materials collection, cleaning and testing-initial collections for the SSR.

Questions? Contact us: info@southernrockiesseed.org, 307.349.2377
Southernrockiesseed.org
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APPENDIX
The below responses from the online survey are not in a particular order of importance.
(Group meeting notes are available upon request)
1. Which of these types of entities do you represent? (select all that apply)
Landowner
I don’t feel like I represent any specific entity but I am a board member for the Estes Valley Watershed Coalition.
Restoration practitioner/planner; Municipal (Public Works) - Floodplain Management
Restoration practitioner/planner
Land manager; Water user
Land Trust (we own no land)
Restoration practitioner/planner; Educator
Land manager
Seed Analyst- Colorado Seed Laboratory Manager
Land manager; Restoration practitioner/planner; Volunteer Coordinator for seed collections
Land manager; Restoration practitioner/planner
Restoration practitioner/planner
Land manager; Landowner; Restoration practitioner/planner
Land manager
Restoration practitioner/planner; Native seed collection contractor
Land manager; Landowner; Water user; Emergency response (fires, floods, etc.);Utility/infrastructure; Restoration
practitioner/planner
Land manager
Land manager
Restoration practitioner/planner
Landowner; Restoration practitioner/planner
Land manager; Water user; Emergency response (fires, floods, etc.);Restoration practitioner/planner
Land manager; Restoration practitioner/planner
Restoration practitioner/planner; conservation nonprofit
Land manager; Landowner; Water user; Emergency response (fires, floods, etc.);Restoration practitioner/planner
Land manager; Utility/infrastructure; Restoration practitioner/planner
Land manager; Water user; Emergency response (fires, floods, etc.);Restoration practitioner/planner; with Manitou
Pollinators, our organization’s mission is to create, enhance and protect all pollinators and their habitat.
Nonprofit focused on trail maintenance and restoration projects
Land manager
Emergency response (fires, floods, etc.); Local Government
Restoration practitioner/planner
Government agency

2. Have you been impacted by fires and floods in the past decade? Yes/No and if so, how have you been
impacted?
Roads and bridges washed out
I lived through the flood but wasn’t personally impacted very much.
Estes Park 2013 flood: not here yet but still experiencing Town repair/reaction
Yes flood in 2013 was the catalyst for the Estes Valley Watershed Coalition
Yes, many of our landowners were severely impacted by the 2013 floods and have been doing restoration for years.
Yes - fire (family in California)
My agency (NPS) has been affected by everything
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No
Yes; fires on Boulder County Open Space in need of restoration, and extensive flood damage in Boulder County due to the
floods of 2013; multiple large scale flood restoration projects along the St. Vrain, Lefthand, and Boulder Creeks.
Yes, processes and disturbances that are greater than the historic range of variability.
No
Yes. Several Larimer County Open Spaces were directly impacted by the floods in 2013. Although I've been at the county only
two years, we have just completed the final stages of these restoration projects.
Yes - The 2013 flood along our part of the Front Range has been the most impactful event. The disturbances of rebuilding
irrigation structures, bridges, trails, and other infrastructure for years after the flood has required ongoing restoration including
use of native seeding. Our agency seldom seeds after wildfire, but prefers to allow natural succession after fire. This tends to
work at the typical scale and patchwork of intensity of local fires.
personal - roads were closed
Yes. The Fourmile watershed had a fire in 2010 and flooding in 2011 & 2013.
Yes, have been a Colorado resident for 30 years and have been affected by multiple fires and floods during my time.
Yes. We have several small-scale fires on our land every year and occasionally our properties are in a large fire footprint.
Floods are less common but still occasionally impact or properties.
No
No
yes: 2013 flooding, numerus small wildfires
No
Yes - we are in partnership with open space departments that have seen erosion and increased colonization from noxious
weeds after the 2013 floods.
Yes
no
Yes. I live in Manitou Springs and the Waldo Canyon fire and subsequent floods devastated my town and surrounding
communities.
The Colorado Springs/Monument/Black Forest community has been impacted by the Waldo Canyon Fire in 2012 and the Black
Forest Fire in 2013
Yes - we've lost lots of critical infrastructure in range management (fences, tanks)
Yes- 2018 Spring Fire. Post burn flooding and erosion. Severe loss of growth and need for restoration.
Yes, multiple fires across the state and West.
Yes, provide financial recovery to protect life and property

3. Have you experienced shortfalls in available plant materials following previous fires and floods? If so,
were those shortfalls related to: (select all applicable)
We weren’t affected
N/A
Local adaptability
Weed content; Diversity
Weed content; Diversity; Timing of available materials
I wasn't a part of this organization but I was not aware of any lack of plant material afterwards.
Diversity; Local adaptability; Quantity
Weed content; Diversity; Local adaptability; Quantity; Timing of available materials
I do not buy seed.
Weed content; Diversity; Local adaptability; Quantity
Weed content; Diversity; Local adaptability; Quantity; Timing of available materials; Price,
N/A
Diversity; Local adaptability
Weed content; Diversity
I am not an end user
Diversity; Quantity; Timing of available materials
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Diversity; Local adaptability; Quantity
Weed content; Diversity; Local adaptability; Quantity; Timing of available materials
Diversity; Quantity
Diversity; Local adaptability; Quantity; Timing of available materials
Weed content; Diversity; Quantity; Timing of available materials
No I have not experienced this
Diversity; Local adaptability; Quantity; Timing of available materials
Local adaptability; Quantity; Timing of available materials; Cost in terms of practical application
Diversity
I really do not know that answer. This is why I participated in your planning session to ensure that Manitou will be able to have
the necessary plant materials on hand.
As an organization, we have not worked in areas following a flood or fire. We currently have our Watershed Health
Improvement Project in partnership with the U.S. Forest Service where our crews cut down the overcrowding conifers in riparian
zones to allow for growth of more fire-resistant trees like aspens and willows.
Weed content
Timing of available materials
We are generally able to find a workable seed mix, but sometimes it doesn't have all the species we would desire in a perfect
world.
Local adaptability; Quantity

4. Is there a need for more diverse and abundant plant materials in your region to address post-fire and postflood restoration needs? Yes/no and why?
Yes 3 fires in the area over the last 8 years and a flood 7 years ago
Yes. Invasive weeds are so aggressive.
Yes
Yes and for good seed mixes. There is still a need for plant materials along the flood restoration areas in addition to the newly
burned fire areas.
Yes
Yes, having a non=commercial resource is advantageous, especially if you can reduce the quality of unwanted weeds in the
mix.
Yes but the market will drive it
Colorado
Yes, most available seed is not local ecotype
Yes, there is a need for greater availability of locally adapted plant materials; the unique topography, soils, climate and plant
diversity make restoration along the front range challenging. diversity and ecotypic material offer more potential for
germination, stabilization and long-term resiliency.
Yes, one is the need for early seral species and a diverse mix of forbs, even if in small quantities. Less vigorous grass cultivars
could be helpful for long term ecological health and diversity.
I would assume so, but beyond my experience.
CO
Colorado - Yes - too many land managers have to depend on cultivars to use in ecological restoration.
CO Hwy 72 is still experiencing construction due to the flood 2013- yes, CDOT needs it
Yes. We will likely have more large-scale disturbances and have a very proactive restoration community.
Yes, we need plant materials to be prepared for future disturbances. Historic disturbances have not had the proper plant
materials to reach restoration goals.
Yes. In particular, locally adapted forbs are difficult to access
Though I have not been affected by fires or floods I would say that it is difficult to source native plants where I live in Fort
Collins. There are a few nurseries that carry some things, but it is far and few between.
My area is the West Slope and there is a universal need for more locally adapted plant materials. Growers cannot keep up
with demand and demand experiences huge fluctuations.
yes: general lack of species diversity (and local genetic materials) is problematic
Yes, I would like more access to wetland obligate species seed for erosion mitigation restoration projects.
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North-central Colorado - only a limited number of species available, and budgets are tight for collection/ propagation. We
have made some headway with volunteer seed collection efforts but currently lack diversity
No. Because planning has not addressed the complexity of multiple wildfire in the region, and the vast acreage that is being
consumed by these fires.
Yes.
Yes. we have an increasing & expanding population that is encroaching into the eastern plains of Colorado further reducing
available seed stock
I believe that they is definitely a need. We are located in Colorado Springs, but work throughout southern Colorado in the
front range and in the alpine. I personally am not involved in the planning process, but our Executive Director and Program
Director participate in the planning of restoration and recreation in the Waldo Canyon area (wildfire occurred in the canyon in
2012).
No
Southern Front range- Yes. Burn scar had such a high amount of severe intensity burn that we have little to no successful growth.
Yes, if the cost for the perfect seed mix was within reasonable budgets
It wouldn't hurt.

5. What would be your top expectations/needs of a Strategic Seed Reserve in your region? (Check all
applicable)
Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it following a disaster.; Greater diversity of plant material (i.e.,
more early successional forbs and grasses that are not currently available commercially)
Plant material available for non-disasters.; Greater diversity of plant material (i.e., more early successional forbs and grasses
that are not currently available commercially);Less weed content in seed mixes.
Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it following a disaster.; Plant material available for non-disasters.;
Greater diversity of plant material (i.e., more early successional forbs and grasses that are not currently available
commercially);Less weed content in seed mixes.; Availability of ecotypic plant material, at least to supplement locally-adapted
cultivars.
Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it following a disaster.; Plant material available for non-disasters.;
Greater diversity of plant material (i.e., more early successional forbs and grasses that are not currently available
commercially);Less weed content in seed mixes.; Availability of ecotypic plant material, at least to supplement locally-adapted
cultivars.
Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it following a disaster.
Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it following a disaster.; Less weed content in seed mixes.
Greater diversity of plant material (i.e., more early successional forbs and grasses that are not currently available
commercially);Less weed content in seed mixes.
Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it following a disaster.; Plant material available for non-disasters.;
Greater diversity of plant material (i.e., more early successional forbs and grasses that are not currently available
commercially);Less weed content in seed mixes.; Availability of ecotypic plant material, at least to supplement locally-adapted
cultivars.
Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it following a disaster.; Plant material available for non-disasters.;
Greater diversity of plant material (i.e., more early successional forbs and grasses that are not currently available
commercially);Availability of ecotypic plant material, at least to supplement locally-adapted cultivars.
Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it following a disaster.; Plant material available for non-disasters.;
Greater diversity of plant material (i.e., more early successional forbs and grasses that are not currently available
commercially);Less weed content in seed mixes.; Availability of ecotypic plant material, at least to supplement locally-adapted
cultivars.
Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it following a disaster.; Plant material available for non-disasters.;
Greater diversity of plant material (i.e., more early successional forbs and grasses that are not currently available
commercially);Availability of ecotypic plant material, at least to supplement locally-adapted cultivars.
Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it following a disaster.; Plant material available for non-disasters.;
Greater diversity of plant material (i.e., more early successional forbs and grasses that are not currently available
commercially);Less weed content in seed mixes.
Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it following a disaster.; Plant material available for non-disasters.;
Greater diversity of plant material (i.e., more early successional forbs and grasses that are not currently available
commercially);Availability of ecotypic plant material, at least to supplement locally-adapted cultivars.
Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it following a disaster.; Plant material available for non-disasters.;
Greater diversity of plant material (i.e., more early successional forbs and grasses that are not currently available
commercially);Less weed content in seed mixes.; Availability of ecotypic plant material, at least to supplement locally-adapted
cultivars.; Dependable network of seed growers in Colo to increase ecotypic plant material
I'm not an end user, but greater diversity & ecotypic
Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it following a disaster.; Plant material available for non-disasters.;
Greater diversity of plant material (i.e., more early successional forbs and grasses that are not currently available
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commercially);Less weed content in seed mixes.; Availability of ecotypic plant material, at least to supplement locally-adapted
cultivars.
Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it following a disaster.; Plant material available for non-disasters.;
Greater diversity of plant material (i.e., more early successional forbs and grasses that are not currently available
commercially);Availability of ecotypic plant material, at least to supplement locally-adapted cultivars.
Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it following a disaster.; Plant material available for non-disasters.;
Greater diversity of plant material (i.e., more early successional forbs and grasses that are not currently available
commercially);Availability of ecotypic plant material, at least to supplement locally-adapted cultivars.
Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it following a disaster.; Plant material available for non-disasters.;
Greater diversity of plant material (i.e., more early successional forbs and grasses that are not currently available
commercially);Availability of ecotypic plant material, at least to supplement locally-adapted cultivars.
Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it following a disaster.; Plant material available for non-disasters.;
Greater diversity of plant material (i.e., more early successional forbs and grasses that are not currently available
commercially);Less weed content in seed mixes.; Availability of ecotypic plant material, at least to supplement locally-adapted
cultivars.
Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it following a disaster.; Plant material available for non-disasters.;
Greater diversity of plant material (i.e., more early successional forbs and grasses that are not currently available
commercially);Less weed content in seed mixes.; Availability of ecotypic plant material, at least to supplement locally-adapted
cultivars.; facilitate regional coordination of collection, propagation, storage and distribution
Plant material available for non-disasters.; Greater diversity of plant material (i.e., more early successional forbs and grasses
that are not currently available commercially);Availability of ecotypic plant material, at least to supplement locally-adapted
cultivars.
Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it following a disaster.; Plant material available for non-disasters.;
Greater diversity of plant material (i.e., more early successional forbs and grasses that are not currently available
commercially);Availability of ecotypic plant material, at least to supplement locally-adapted cultivars.
Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it following a disaster.; Plant material available for non-disasters.;
Greater diversity of plant material (i.e., more early successional forbs and grasses that are not currently available
commercially);Availability of ecotypic plant material, at least to supplement locally-adapted cultivars.
Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it following a disaster.; Plant material available for non-disasters.
Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it following a disaster.; Plant material available for non-disasters.;
Greater diversity of plant material (i.e., more early successional forbs and grasses that are not currently available
commercially);Less weed content in seed mixes.; Availability of ecotypic plant material, at least to supplement locally-adapted
cultivars.
Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it following a disaster.; Plant material available for non-disasters.;
Greater diversity of plant material (i.e., more early successional forbs and grasses that are not currently available
commercially)
Less weed content in seed mixes.
Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it following a disaster.
Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it following a disaster.; Greater diversity of plant material (i.e.,
more early successional forbs and grasses that are not currently available commercially)
Sufficient quantity of plant materials when/where you need it following a disaster.; Plant material available for non-disasters.;
Greater diversity of plant material (i.e., more early successional forbs and grasses that are not currently available
commercially);Availability of ecotypic plant material, at least to supplement locally-adapted cultivars.

6. What are the current limitations and concerns you and your agency face in obtaining plant materials (seed
or containers) for post-fire or post-flood restoration needs? (check all applicable):
Sufficient quantity in a timely manner
Weeds
Sufficient quantity in a timely manner
Weeds; Diversity of species
Diversity of species
Weeds
Weeds; Diversity of species; Local adaptability; Sufficient quantity in a timely manner
Sufficient quantity in a timely manner
I do not buy seed.
Weeds; Diversity of species; Local adaptability
Local adaptability
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Weeds; Diversity of species; Local adaptability; Distance to nurseries (for containers)
Diversity of species; Local adaptability
Weeds; Diversity of species; Local adaptability; Sufficient quantity in a timely manner; Wetland species are the most difficult
for us to source in quality lots (free of problematic weeds including non-native pasture cultivars)
not end user
Weeds; Diversity of species; Sufficient quantity in a timely manner
Diversity of species; Local adaptability; Sufficient quantity in a timely manner
Diversity of species; Local adaptability; Sufficient quantity in a timely manner
Diversity of species; Local adaptability
Diversity of species; Local adaptability; Sufficient quantity in a timely manner
Diversity of species; Sufficient quantity in a timely manner
Diversity of species; Sufficient quantity in a timely manner
Diversity of species; Local adaptability; Sufficient quantity in a timely manner
Weeds; Diversity of species; Local adaptability; Sufficient quantity in a timely manner
Diversity of species
Weeds; Diversity of species; Local adaptability; Sufficient quantity in a timely manner
Our current limitation are unknown to me.
Weeds
Sufficient quantity in a timely manner; Funding to purchase and distribute
Diversity of species; Sufficient quantity in a timely manner
Diversity of species; Sufficient quantity in a timely manner; cost

7. What are the concerns and problems associated with building this Strategic Seed Reserve? (check all
applicable)
Time; Money
Time; Money
Interest; Time; Money; Collective interest; Availability of plant materials
Money; Availability of plant materials
Collective interest
Time; Money; Collective interest
Time; Money; Availability of plant materials; Making it flexible and financially feasible
Money
Money; Availability of plant materials
Time; Collective interest; Availability of plant materials
Money; Collective interest; Availability of plant materials
Availability of plant materials
Time; Money; Availability of plant materials
Time; Money; Availability of plant materials; Ongoing management of a seed reserve - including ongoing acquisition and
making sure seed lots are used when viability still meets the standards/needs for restoration projects. Proper storage of seed
will be critical and potentially very expensive.
Time; Money; Collective interest; Availability of plant materials
Money; Availability of plant materials
Time; Availability of plant materials
Time; Money; Collective interest; Availability of plant materials
Collective interest
Interest; Time; Money; Availability of plant materials
Money; Collective interest; Availability of plant materials
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Time; Availability of plant materials
Time; Money; Availability of plant materials
Interest; Time; Money; Collective interest; Availability of plant materials
Time; Money
Interest; Time; Money; Collective interest; Availability of plant materials
Money; Would we be able to participate if we are not directly responding to fires and floods? When RMFI completes
restoration projects, it is typically to close down a social trail.
Time; Money; Collective interest
Money
Money
Collective interest; Availability of plant materials

8. Who are key partners and stakeholders in your region/area who might be interested in a collaborative
effort to develop a greater quantity and more diverse plant materials for post-fire and post-flood restoration?
Larimer County
Private landowners who disturb soils. Also the big groups names in the presentation.
ELSA, EVWC
EVLT, EVWC, any HOAs or groups with CWPPs, Larimer County, TOEP
Covered by those discussed on the call.
BLM and NPS; also dept of transportation agencies - roads need a lot of materials
Forest Service,
Government agencies, landowners, non-profits
Land Management Agencies, Seed Suppliers (Granite Seed Co, Western Native Seed, Arkansas Valley, Applewood Native
Seed, and others)
City, state and county government. Selling diversity to hunting and outdoor folks might be a niche not exploited enough yet.
Granite Seed
Other County or local governments, seed vendors
All Front Range open space programs, USFS, USFWS, NPS, TNC, State Land Board, CPW
Golden Gate Canyon State Park
The Nature Conservancy (climate adaptation team), Boulder Valley Conservation District, WRV, Watershed Coalitions, Towns of
Nederland, Gold Hill
City of Boulder Open Space, Boulder County Open Space, Douglas County Open Space, local municipalities
Denver Botanic Gardens, The Nature Conservancy, Seed growers
city/state, wildland conservation volunteers, people and pollinators action network, native plant society, wild ones- front range
chapter
I don't know. I think it will take a well-funded group solely focused on this issue to get any systemic changes to occur.
municipalities with open space programs, state and federal land managers, TNC, universities with restoration focus
NRCS
City/county open space departments (Westminster, Broomfield, Lafayette), Regional parks (Standley Lake)
All land management/planning agencies: County OEM's, Range Associations, State Dept. of F&W, Federal land use agencies,
Cattlemen Associations, NRCS, private landowners, private ranchers, Rocky Mtn. Elk Foundation.
federal and state organizations
Manitou Springs Open Space, Manitou Springs Park & Rec, Manitou Springs Seed Library, Manitou Springs Fire Department,
Manitou Springs Garden Club
Unsure at this time.
Landowners and VOAD's
NRCS, USFS
Any federal land management agency

9. Are you aware of any growers who are interested in growing native plant materials for a regional seed
reserve? (Yes/no & more information if desired)
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No
Perhaps Harlequin Gardens in Boulder. I do not know them personally, though.
No
Not at this time
Test
No
UW Extension Centers
No
No, but I haven't reached out that much yet.
Yes; L&H Seeds - although I think they are in WA; interested in growing woolly brome for BOCO
Yes, but money for operations are still missing.
Honestly, I would love to. I am not a professional grower by any means, but am learning slowly.
No
No
no
no- but Masa Seed Foundation does this for Agriculture and may be a good partner?
Not currently
Not in particular
No
No, but if there was a program with financial incentives, I may be able to make some headway in finding those people.
No
Yes, Fort Lupton wetland plant nursery might be interested.
Maybe - High Plains Environmental Center? Yes - Butterfly Pavilion
As the marijuana industry becomes saturated, many of these grow chambers/greenhouses are not being utilized. You might
consider contacting these facilities as alternate site to grow native plant materials
No
Not yet but I am willing to seek them out.
Unknown at this time.
No
Not at this time
Don't know
Possibly

10. What is your level of interest in collaborating with other partners, agencies and landowners in your
region to make a regional seed reserve feasible? (High, Moderate, Low, None, with ability to write thoughts)
Moderate
None
High
High
Moderate
Low
Moderate
Moderate
High
High
High
High
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I would need to chat with others at the county before I select this. What "my" level of interest is could be very different from my
department/Restoration Group. If a Larimer County rep is needed, I also think there are other people more appropriate than
me for this role, so my level would be "low" but that is not necessarily true as an organization.
Moderate
High
Moderate
High
High
High
High
High
Moderate
Moderate
Low-Moderate but, it would be high if/when a wildfire strikes my county.
Low
High
Moderate
Low
High
We don't have time to put in a lot of effort, but would purchase seed if available within budget constraints
Moderate

11. Is there a need for a seed storage facility along the Front Range of Colorado? Yes/No. If yes, do you
have a location in mind?
Yes
Yes. Perhaps Boulder County Open Space might have ideas?
Yes
Yes but no idea who would have the space.
Yes
No
Possibly - recall you have a wide reach, including WY
None
Yes.
Yes, if a regional effort gets off the ground there should be a storage facility for this. Could SRSN rent storage space in seed
suppliers warehouses? Would this be a temperature and humidity-controlled environment (and thus building one would be
expensive)?
yes, no
I don't have enough experience to know.
Maybe
Yes - if a strategic seed reserve is developed. Potential location: State Forest Service nursery in Ft. Collins
yes
Yes. Not sure where, but definitely need stored ponderosa seeds.
Yes, location could be a collaborative area on JCOS property
Yes. I'm hoping JCOS will be able to collaborate on a facility in southern Jeffco that could potentially be in collaboration with
SRSN and DBG
Yes, no location in mind
I imagine that there is a need, but I do not know.
Yes; CSFS has offered space
I think there is a need but not sure of a good location
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I wonder if it's best to have multiple seed locations?
Yes. I think that locating a reserve in a place like Custer County would be very feasible given its mild climate, predictable
weather patterns, and a knowledgeable work force. Property can still be obtained here at a reasonable price and the climate
makes it an affordable option as a place to store/distribute seed.
yes.
Absolutely. The military bases in Colorado Springs.
Yes, but I am unsure of a location.
Yes, but no location at this time
Don't know
Not sure

12. What current efforts are taking place in your county/region towards to develop adequate plant materials
to restore watersheds and floodplains following wildfires, floods and other natural disasters?
None that I know of
Don’t know.
Unknown
Currently we order seed from a supplier in Denver and harvest willow cuttings from private properties.
Unknown
Mostly plant materials/breeding in a more traditional sense. But interest in natives is high even in WY
Ugh None
I don't know of any besides SRSN
Boulder County has a relatively robust native seed collection program, amounting to around 20-30 native seed collections
annually of a variety of species, and have been for the past 20 years. Boulder County also has a 1/4 acre sized increase lot in
which we increase multiple species of locally harvested/adapted grasses and forbs annually.
Well, the county does have a useful strategic seed program.
I'm not sure with regards to disasters specifically. Our organization will have volunteer seed collections for restoration from
invasive species, but I don't know how much area we would be able to restore in case of flood or fire.
I only know of this group
City of Boulder OSMP has a native seed program that includes collecting seed with volunteers and other staff, growing seed
and other plant materials out with growers in Colo. and Washington (Benson Native Seed), storing seed in a climate controlled
storage unit, testing seed at CSU, cleaning seed in-house and at Bend Seed Extractory. We sometimes coordinate grow-outs
with Boulder County Parks and Open Space, and informally trade seed. We donate locally-sourced seed, as feasible, to
various local restoration projects outside of our agency land base. Previously, we were able to contract grow and purchase
NPS and BCPOS contracted seed from federal plant material centers (Los Lunas, Meeker) - but Los Lunas no longer contracts
with non-federal entities. This is a big loss for increasing warm season grasses.
do not know
Harvesting ponderosa cones for seed storage to prepare for planting in similar regions/elevations post wildfire.
At JCOS we are currently growing our own plant materials program, currently we are progressing with native seed collections,
and are looking to expand to our own grow-out.
JCOS is slowly growing a plant materials program to support our internal restoration projects.
I work for City of Boulder where we collect our own seed stock. I also volunteer with People and Pollinators Action Network who
is trying to promote native plant use and native seed exchanges for the public
In Garfield County I am unaware of any recent efforts, but the Grizzly Creek Fire and Pine Gulch Fire will undoubtedly change
that.
my agency has worked with others, public and private growers and volunteers to collect and develop plant materials (grass
and forb seed, woody shrubs)
Not sure
Small Gardens, Big Changes in Boulder - we're growing ecotypic natives in a "distributed nursery" model with homebound
seniors. These natives will then be planted as seed nurseries throughout the city.
To identify the need for a strategic reserve in the Hazard Mitigation Planning Process Revision.
none
This is the beginning of this effort to my knowledge.
Re-imagine Waldo Canyon: https://www.waldocanyonplanning.com/
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Our County has participated in EWP projects and pursuing many grants to continue restoration efforts.
We work with several seed companies, so I don't know what they need to provide a better mix.
None

13. Is your agency willing/able to provide collection sites to support the needs of the Strategic Seed Reserve?
(Yes/no)
No
Don’t know.
Yes
If we can help facilitate finding sites we will.
No
UW has few sites. WY has state lands and they may be supportive.
Loaded question
Not able.
Yes
Yes and already do.
I don't have that authority, so I'm unsure.
Not sure. This will have to be discussed.
Yes - on a limited basis
not an agency
Yes!
Yes, and we have already initiated a geodatabase to build a database of collection sites around the county. Over the last
three years we have collected native seed on 10 different collection sites.
Yes
not sure
My program is not in a position to provide collection sites as we do not manage land.
yes
Possibly
Yes, but a very small collection site!
I am certain that local rancher would support the effort to collect strategically important seed.
Maybe
Yes
Maybe
Unknown at this time
Potentially if funding is available to support staff participation
Possibly

15. Any other information that you would like to include in this feasibility study?
I’m researching the subject
None at this time. I do think there is an unmet need for small quantities of quality seed that is commercially available.
No
EVWC is also interested in the group's structure and access to the seed reserve.
No
Yes - do you have an economist involved?
No
No
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Deciding on one or a few species to begin increasing seems to be a challenge among land managers and restoration
practitioners. Once we collectively decide on which species to increase, Boulder County may be able to help facilitate a
contract grow agreement.
Think of collecting seed by ecological function instead of just single species. Though it takes a good understanding of species
when collecting, if one collects multiple species that are ripe into one mix, one can create mixes with greater species richness.
No, thank you. :)
No
No
NPS is also looking for commercial seed cleaners as an alternative to Bend Extractory
Thank you for your work.
N/A
Not that I can think of!
No
If I am able in some capacity to help in any efforts to increase the availability of native plant materials and seeds, I would be
very happy to do so.
No
How can I get involved personally?
Thank you!
Not at this time.
N/a
The Manitou Pollinators have a distinct relationship with the Butterfly Pavilion in Westminster, CO. They already are growing
their own seed stock which makes them a viable resource for the Front Range.
N/A
No
No
No
None

Special thanks to SRSN’s intern Brianna Stone for creating the maps included in this feasibility study!
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